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**Why LMM in 2021?**

*From Bishop Erik Gronberg’s Blog 12/20/2020:*

"(LMM) is moving into a transformational Men’s ministry that takes seriously the important role men play in their family and in the communities and wants to equip them to more effectively invite others into the way of Jesus."  **and**

"In 2021 I challenge our congregations to take seriously the role that men can play in their communities as partners in mission and ministry and utilize the bible studies, resources, and other opportunities offered by Lutheran Men in Mission. Read the full blog here: bishops-message-highlighting-lutheran-men-in-mission"
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**From John Sundquist, LMM Executive Director:**

"Lutheran Men in Mission have long prayed for the day when all God’s children come together as one."  **and**

"May these *Stories from the Heart* move and challenge you. Above all else, may they serve as the first steps to bridging the space that divides us."
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**Click the Bold Gathering logo** to view the December 12, 2020 *"Stories from the Heart"* under the "VIDEOS" tab.
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**Click this "foundations" image** for the Winter edition of the LMM newsletter.
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**Lutheran Men in Mission** would like to suggest help for men who may be struggling during this pandemic. **Stephen Ministry** can provide a confidential, compassionate, trained & supervised volunteer listener. If you are aware of a Stephen Ministry congregation in your area, please forward that information to: **Kevin@LutheranMeninMission.org**

If YOU are looking for help check for Stephen Ministry affiliation on local churches’ websites.
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**Virtual Opportunities for Study and Fellowship**

- **LMM Book Study Zoom Link**
  - Password: 853568
  - The ISBN # is 0-7879-5599-X
  - Contact **Kevin@LutheranMeninMission.org** for information and an email Invitation.

- **LMM Bible Study Zoom Link**
  - Password: 499275
  - or Dial in: 1-669-900-6833, Mtg Id: 353 022 558